
ONLINE BULL SALE

8 QUALITY RISING 2 YO BULLS

2PM SUNDAY JULY 31ST - 7PM MONDAY AUGUST 1ST 2022
online via Actions Plus

FREE DELIVERY WITHIN 500KM RADIUS

OPEN DAY - SUNDAY JULY 31ST, 10AM - 3PM
1705 WHITE SWAMP ROAD, KOREELAH NSW

The Young family have been breeding Devon cattle 
since 1881 & have been selling bulls since Wilson’s 
Peak Deon stud was established in 1986.

Our goal is to produce high functioning females  
that produce cattle which will be suitable for the 
feeder trade export markets. Replacement heifers 
are sold through the local sale yards. We put a large 
emphasis on temperament, fertility, doing ability & 
structural soundness & our aim is to increase the 
number of qaulity bulls we produce each season.

This will be our first bull sale to appear on Auctions 
Plus. The bulls this year, we’re suprised haven’t 
grown webbed feet due to the amount of rain that 
we have had. All bulls have been scanned, vet 
checked & have also had their 3 day & 7 n 1 vacci-
nations. We are pleased with the condition the bulls 
have presented in & we are confident that they will 
go out & do the job for the successful purchasers.

CONTACT

TREVOR & LIZ YOUNG
07 4664 7140

trevlizyoung@gmail.com

MATT & KYLIE YOUNG
0429 799 632

matto13492@gmail.com

RAY WHITE CASINO
ANDREW SUMMERVILLE

0429 620 362
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andrew.summerville@raywhite.com
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2022 SALE BULLS

LOT 1 - WILSON’S PEAK MERCURY R2  (H) LOT 2 - WILSON’S PEAK PHARAOH R6 (H)

LOT 3 - 335 (COMMERCIAL) LOT 4 - 308 (COMMERCIAL)

LOT 5 - 2 (COMMERCIAL) LOT 6 - WILSON’S PEAK PASSBOOK R3 (H)

LOT 7 - WILSON’S PEAK MISFIT R12 (H) LOT 8 - 1 (COMMERCIAL)

SIRE: VIX MILLSTONE M179 (H)
This is a bull that shows great length & depth. He has good muscle & carries himself 
well. We will be very interested to see this bull once he has finished growing as we 

think he is going to be cracking mature sire & a great addition to anyone’s herd. 

SIRE: BELMUR PROFIT L2 (H)
This is a moderate bull that has good muscle development. He is a well put together 

bull & has the right structure for going up hill & over dale to get the job done.

SIRE: BENOAK FLINTOFF K64 (H)
This is a bigger framed sound bull that carries himself well & is extremely well put 
together. He has a strong head & good neck extention that flows right through out. 

This is another stylish bull that is going to grow into a great sire.

SIRE: WILSON’S PEAK EMPEROR 23 (H)
This is a big framed later maturing bull that will breed great replacement cows & 
steers. This animal in our opinion is a bull that is going to mature into a great sire.

SIRE: BELMUR PROFIT L2 (H)
A Profit L2 son that has great lenth with a masculine head. Suprisingly one of the 

heavier bulls in our line up, he brings a lot of doing ability to the table.

SIRE: BELMUR PROFIT L2 (H)
Another nice lengthy bull that has a strong head. This bull has a great temperament 
which we hold in high regards in our cattle. Not only does this make handling them 

safer but it also improves their doing ability.

SIRE: VIX MILLSTONE M179 (H)
Another Millstone son that has good muscle & bone with great thickness that carries 

on through his hips & pins. This bull once again has a great temperament.

SIRE: VIX MILLSTONE M179 (H)
Here is a solid smaller framed bull that oozes muscle with earlier maturimg 

genetics. This bull moves & handles himself well.


